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Recently, many unexpected fine structures in electric, magnetic, and thermoelectric responses at
extremely magnetic fields in topological materials have attracted tremendous interest. We propose
a new mechanism of quantum oscillation beyond the strong-field quantum limit for Dirac fermions.
The amplitude of the oscillation is far larger than the usual Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation. The
oscillation tends to be periodic in the magnetic field B, instead of 1/B. The period of the oscillation
does not depend on the Fermi energy. These behaviors cannot be described by the famous Lifshitz-
Kosevich formula. The oscillation arises from a mechanism that we refer to as the inversion of the
lowest Landau level, resulted from the competition between the pseudospin Dirac-type Landau levels
and real-spin Zeeman spitting beyond the quantum limit. This inversion gives rise to the oscillation
of the Fermi energy and conductivity at extremely large magnetic fields. This mechanism will be
useful for understanding the unexpected fine structures observed in the strong-field quantum limit
in Dirac materials.
Introduction – In a strong magnetic field, the energy
spectrum of non-interacting electrons is quantized into
the Landau levels. The spacing and degeneracy of the
Landau levels increase with increasing magnetic field, so
the Fermi energy (which marks the highest energy the
electrons occupy at) crosses the Landau levels one by
one, leading to the quantum oscillations of the resistiv-
ity (Shubnikov-de Haas) and magnetization (de Haas-van
Alphen). In an extremely strong magnetic field the sys-
tem can enter the quantum limit (QL) in which the car-
riers occupy only the lowest zeroth Landau level. In
the QL, the quantum oscillation is supposed to cease
because there is no lower Landau level that allows the
Fermi energy to move onto. In the newly discovered
3D topological semimetal [1–12], unexpected oscillation-
like fine structures have been reported in the QL and
cannot be understood by the theory of quantum oscil-
lation, such as magnetic-tunnelling-induced Weyl node
annihilation [13, 14], breakdown of the chiral anomaly
[15], log-periodic oscillations [16], forbidden backscatter-
ing [17, 18], anomalous thermoelectric effects [19–22],
and the magnetic torque and magnetization anomalies
[23, 24].
In this Rapid Communication, we propose a theory of
quantum oscillation beyond the QL, due to a mechanism
that we refer to as the inversion of the lowest Landau level
(ILLL), i.e., the lowest Landau band may exchange their
positions in energy at a critical magnetic field in topo-
logical Dirac materials where only pseudospin is coupled
∗ Corresponding author: luhz@sustech.edu.cn
to momentum. Because usually oscillations are not sup-
posed to happen at the quantum-limit magnetic fields,
we refer to them as the quantum oscillations beyond the
QL. This inversion does not need the topological band
inversion in the absence of magnetic field [25, 26]. This
ILLL induced oscillation beyond the QL is absent for
Schro¨dinger electrons even in the presence of Zeeman
interaction or spin-orbital coupling [27, 28]. The new
quantum oscillation can be measured in the conductiv-
ity. This energy spectrum driven mechanism is distinct
from the usual Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation (SdHO) in
several aspects (Table I). The oscillation due to the ILLL
beyond the QL is periodic in the magnetic field B, not in
1/B as the SdHO is. The frequency of the oscillation does
not depend on the Fermi energy. We use a 2D massless
graphene-like Dirac model to illustrate the ILLL beyond
the QL and related observables. We further generalize it
to 3D Dirac materials. It will be helpful to understand
the unexpected fine structures in conductivity, magneti-
zation, and thermoelectric properties in extremely strong
magnetic fields.
TABLE I. The comparison between the oscillation due to the
ILLL beyond the QL and the usual SdHO. B is the magnetic
field. EF is the Fermi energy.
Shubnikov-de Haas ILLL
Quantum limit Before Beyond
B-dependence Periodic in 1/B Periodic in B
Frequency depends on EF does not depend on EF
Inversion of the lowest Landau level beyond the QL –
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22D graphene-like model – In order to illustrate the ILLL,
we consider a 4× 4 graphene-type model in a z-direction
magnetic field B
H2D = v[(kx + yeB
h̵
)τx + kyτy]⊗ 12 + gµBB
2
12 ⊗ σz,
(1)
where v is the velocity, kx, ky are the wave vectors, y is
the position operator, the Pauli matrices (τx, τy) and σz
stand for the x, y-direction pseudospin and z-direction
real spin, respectively, 12 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix, and
the last term is the Zeeman splitting with the effective
g factor and Bohr magneton µB . The cyclotron motion
driven by B quantizes the energy spectrum of the pseu-
dospin part into the Landau levels, while the real-spin
part takes the Zeeman splitting. The energy spectrum
can be found as
Eνλs = λ⎛⎝v
√
2νe
h̵
√
B + sgµB
2
B
⎞⎠ , (2)
for Landau indices ν = 1,2,3,⋯ and λ, s = ±1; and
E0± = ±gµB
2
B, (3)
for ν = 0. Because of the Dirac nature of the pseudospin
part, the energies of the Landau levels scale with
√
B
[29]. The Zeeman splitting, on the other hand, is linear
in B. Figure 1 (a) shows the energies of the Landau levels
as functions of the magnetic field. There are two distinct
features compared to usual cases. First, beyond a critical
magnetic field (marked as Bc), the ν = 0 Landau levels
E0± are no longer the lowest in energy (closest to zero
energy). Instead, E1λ− become the lowest, then E2λ−,
E3λ−, ... become the lowest one by one with increasing
magnetic field. We refer to this as the inversion of the
lowest Landau level, which arises because the linear-B
Zeeman splitting overwhelms the
√
B Landau-level ener-
gies. The critical magnetic field required to inverse E0λ
and E1λ− can be found as
Bc = e
h̵
2v2
g2µ2B
. (4)
Above this field is what we referred to as “beyond the
quantum limit”. This ILLL is not observed in graphene,
in which g = 2 and v = 1.1 × 106 m/s (7 eVA˚) so Bc
is about 1.2 × 105 T. If g = 20, v = 1.1 × 105 m/s (0.7
eVA˚), this critical field can be greatly reduced to 12 T,
which is accessible to high-magnetic field laboratories.
The second feature is that for ν ≥ 1 the energies Eνλ−
cross when the first term is equal to the second term in
Eq. (2).
Fermi energy oscillation beyond the QL – For samples
with a large density, the fixed electron density case could
be used in most solids. Since the solid is always charge
neutral and the current flowing into the sample is in bal-
ance with the one flowing out it, the total electron den-
sity is a constant [30]. If the samples with small number
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The quantum oscillations beyond the
QL (green shadow) induced by the ILLL for the 2D graphene-
like model in Eq. (1). (a) The energies of the Landau levels
at magnetic fields marked by ∎, ▲, u, and H in (b). The
dash line indicates the location of the zero energy. (b) The
Landau levels and Fermi energy EF (red) as functions of B for
a fixed electron density Ne. ◯ mark the critical fields where
EF is moving to E0+ (BQ, the QL) and from E0+ to E1+−
(Bc), respectively. (c) The conductivity σxx as a function
of the magnetic field for a fixed Ne (blue) or a fixed zero-
field Fermi energy E0F (green). Before entering the QL (left
side of BQ), there is the usual SdHO. The inset shows the
peaks or dips positions versus the Landau index beyond the
QL for fixed density (circle) and Fermi energy (triangle). The
parameters are v = 0.6 eVA˚, g = 22, Ne = 5 × 1010 cm−2, and
the broadening of levels Γ = 0.002 eV.
of electrons contact to the metallic reservoirs, the most
likely fixed one is the Fermi energy. For the former case,
the Fermi energy EF needs to be determined by how a
fixed electron density Ne occupies the Landau levels [24],
3according to
Ne = eB
2pih̵
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣nF(E0+) +
Eνλs>0∑
ν,λ,s
nF(Eνλs)⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5)
Here nF(x) = [exp((x − EF )/kBT ) + 1]−1 is the Fermi
distribution function. Figure 1 (b) shows the calculated
Fermi energy as a function of the magnetic field for a
fixed Ne. Before entering the QL (the white regime), the
Fermi energy is almost unchanged with increasing mag-
netic field. For usual cases, the Landau levels remain in
the same order, the Fermi energy will be pushed down
onto the Landau level with the lowest index (convention-
ally denoted as 0th) and stays there at higher magnetic
fields, which is the QL. In contrast, here the ILLL and
periodic crossing of Eνλ− lead to the strong oscillation of
the Fermi energy beyond the QL. EF shows dips where
the energies Eνλ− (ν ≥ 1) cross. The period of the oscil-
lation of EF is found as BT = 4Bc.
Conductivity oscillation beyond the QL – This oscil-
lation beyond the QL can be measured in the con-
ductivity. We calculate the longitudinal conductivity
σxx with the help of the Kubo formula [31] σxx =−(h̵e2/2piV ) ∫ dε(∂nF/∂ε)Tr(vxGRvxGA), where V is
the area for 2D or the volume for 3D system, GR/A are the
retarded and advanced Green’s functions, respectively,
and vx is the x-direction velocity operator.
Figure 1 (c) shows the longitudinal conductivities for
fixed electron density Ne and zero-field Fermi energy E
0
F ,
respectively. Before entering the QL, there is the usual
SdHO of the conductivity (the white regime), periodic
in 1/B. More importantly, a much stronger oscillation
appears beyond the QL (the green shadow) for both two
cases. The oscillation beyond the QL is periodic in the
magnetic field B, not in 1/B as the usual SdHO is. The
period for fixed E0F is BT = 4Bc. However, for fixed
density, the frequency of conductivity doubles compared
with that of the Fermi energy, because the Dirac fermion
is massless. If the Dirac fermion has no mass, the Landau
levels Eν±− can cross, so the Fermi energy can drop to
zero and cross the negative level Eν−− (see Fig. 1 (b)).
As a result, conductivity peaks also occur at the zeros of
the Fermi energy. The period of the conductivity beyond
the QL can thus be found as BT = 2Bc. The period of the
oscillation beyond the QL does not depend on the Fermi
energy, quite different from the usual SdHO [32, 33]. It
only depends on the ratio of the Fermi velocity and the
g factor, which determines the ILLL. This novel linear-B
oscillation gives a zero phase shift in the n − B Landau
fan diagram if one assigns integer numbers to the peaks
or dips of conductivity, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1
(c). This is valid for both fixed Fermi energy and electron
density. Previously, linear-B oscillations are usually due
to the quantum coherent transport such as Aharonov-
Bohm effect or Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak effect. Here we
demonstrate a new linear-B oscillation.
All these feature could be understood from the analyt-
ical results of the density of states before and beyond the
QL written as [31]
%(EF ≫ E0+) ≃EF
piv2
+A1 cos(2pi h̵E2F
2v2eB
) , (6)
%(EF ≪ E0+) ≃gµBB
2piv2
+A2 cos(2pi h̵g2µ2BB
8ev2
) . (7)
Here amplitudes A1 = 2EFpiv2 exp (− 2pih̵EFΓv2eB ) and A2 =
gµBB
piv2
exp (−pih̵gµBΓ
ev2
). For EF ≫ E0+ (before the QL),
the density of states oscillates inversely with the field as
the usual SdHO. However, beyond the QL (EF ≪ E0+),
the density of states oscillates with the magnetic field
having a period BT = 4Bc. Further, the phase shift of
this B-oscillation equals zero for both two cases. The
whole density of states beyond the QL %(EF ≪ E0+) is
independent of the Fermi energy. The amplitude of the
usual oscillation before the QL increases with the field
due to the increase of the Dingle factor. However, the
amplitude beyond the QL is even larger since the ratio
A2
A1
= E0+
EF
e−2pih̵(E0+−EF )Γ/(v2eB) > 1, (8)
because of the factor E0+ ≫ EF and small broadening Γ,
e−2pih̵(E0+−EF )Γ/(v2eB) ∼ 1.
Oscillation due to the inversion of the lowest Landau
band beyond the QL in 3D – The above discussion in 2D
system can be generalized to 3D case. In a z-direction
magnetic field B, we use a k ⋅ p Hamiltonian [34]
H = v[(kx + yeB
h̵
)τx ⊗ σz + kyτy ⊗ 12 + kzτx ⊗ σx]+mτz ⊗ 12 + δ12 ⊗ σz, (9)
where v and m are the Fermi velocity and mass, respec-
tively, and δ = gµBB/2 is the Zeeman field. This model
can describe the low-energy spectrum for a variety of
Dirac materials, from semimetals to insulators. The en-
ergy spectrum is found as
Eνλs = λ√(√νω2 +m2 + sδ)2 + v2k2z , (10)
for ν ≥ 1; and
E0λ = λ√(m − δ)2 + v2k2z , (11)
for ν = 0. Here ω = v√2eB/h̵. Instead of the Landau lev-
els, we have the bands of Landau levels that disperse with
kz, because the kz along the direction of magnetic field
is a good quantum number. Each time δ = √νω2 +m2,
Eν+− crosses with Eν−−. Without loss of generality, we
assume the carrier is electron, the Fermi energy EF can
be determined from the 3D electron density for fixed den-
sity
Ne = eB
2pih̵
∑
kz
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣nF(E0+) +∑ν,snF(Eν+s)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (12)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The quantum oscillations beyond the
QL (green shadow) induced by the inversion of the lowest
Landau band for the 3D Dirac model in Eq. (9). (a) The
1D bands (disperse with kz) of the Landau levels at magnetic
fields marked by ◻, △, and ☆ in (b). (b) The band bottoms of
E0+, E1+−, ⋯ and the Fermi energy EF (red solid) as functions
of B for a fixed density Ne. ◯ marks the critical field B∗c
where EF is moving from E0+ to E1+−. (c) The conductivity
σxx as a function of the magnetic field for a fixed Ne or a
fixed zero-field Fermi energy E0F . σxx for a fixed E
0
F has been
divided by 7 for display. The QL critical magnetic field B∗Q
is 8.8 T. The SdHO is on the left with 1/B as the horizontal
axis. The parameters are v = 0.5 eVA˚, m = 0.03 eV, g = 22
[34–36], Ne = 1 × 1017 cm−3, and Γ = 0.001 eV.
When the Zeeman splitting δ overwhelms the Landau
energies
√
νω2 +m2, the inversion of the lowest Landau
band arises, leading to the oscillation of Fermi energy
and conductivity [Fig. 2 (b) and (c)] beyond the QL.
The critical magnetic field of the inversion can be found
as
B∗c = eh̵ 2v2g2µ2B + 2mgµB . (13)
At the magnetic field where the lowest Landau band in-
verts, the Fermi energy for fixed electron density indi-
cates a dip, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The amplitude of
the oscillation beyond the QL is also much larger than
that of the usual SdHO. For quantities sensitive to the
Fermi energy, such as the thermal power, this oscillation
is even more remarkable. For a fixed Fermi energy, there
is also a oscillation of conductivity with larger amplitude
comparing to the SdHO (the green line in Fig. 2 (b)),
but the amplitude and peak positions are quite different
from those with a fixed Ne. The 3D oscillation beyond
the QL is also periodic in B. With a large g or small v,
the spacing between the oscillation peaks can be found as
BT ≃ 4Bc just as the Fermi energy of fixed Ne for small
gap m.
Experimental implications and discussions – Distinct
from other unexpected fine structures [13–24] at ex-
tremely strong magnetic fields, our work proposes a new
possible phenomenon. This B-oscillation is observable
in Dirac materials where momentum is coupled only to
pseudospin, if the magnetic field is large enough. It can
be observed at an accessible magnetic field in materials
with a small Fermi velocity v or large g factor. To observe
it at a magnetic field of 40 T, the ratio g/v has to be about
200 /eV nm. In artificial systems that can be described
by the Dirac models, such as the InAs/GaSb asymmetric
quantum well and GaSb/InAs/GaSb symmetric quantum
well, the electrically-tuned Fermi velocity [37, 38] varies
from 0.07 to 0.3 eVA˚ [39, 40] and the g factor is about 10
[41], so the ratio g/v ∈ [330, 1400] eV−1nm−1, suggesting
that these systems are better candidates for the oscilla-
tion beyond the QL. Moreover, the critical magnetic field
for the novel inversion can be reduced by doping mag-
netic impurities, which effectively enhances the Zeeman
g factor. Also, considering the continuous growth of the
largest magnetic field generated in laboratories [42, 43],
this novel oscillation may be observed in a near future.
Here both two Dirac models contain only one Fermi
pocket. For a system having N pseudospin Dirac pockets
with relatively small Fermi velocities vi and large g fac-
tors gi (i = 1,⋯,N), if the distances among these pockets
are small enough, the magnetic breakdown [44–47] due
to the tunneling between pockets may occur. Beyond
the QL of all pockets, this novel B-type oscillation will
have a period of BT = (4e/h̵)[∑i(g2i µ2B/v2i )]−1 in 2D and
BT = (8e/h̵)[∑i(g2i µ2B/v2i )]−1 in 3D. If only a portion of
pockets are beyond the QL, the oscillation will be be-
tween B-type and 1/B-type.
This B-oscillation can also happen in the ballistic
regime, where the conductance has nothing to do with
disorder but depends on the density of states [48], so can
directly probe the ILLL. Here we only consider the oscil-
lation of the conductivity, other physical quantities such
as magnetic susceptibility and magnetization in de Haas-
van Alphen effect can also exhibit this novel quantum os-
cillation, up to some phase shifts. It should be noted that
the mechanism of the ILLL is completely different from
the Zeeman splitting in usual systems [36, 49–52]. Al-
5though in usual systems the Landau level inversion may
also happen for higher index levels with large Zeeman
splitting, the lowest one is always the zeroth level. There-
fore, this oscillation does not occur in traditional semi-
conductors with parabolic dispersion and real-spin Dirac
materials. In some cases of pseudospin Dirac materials,
the magnetic field may lift negative energy Landau levels
up to the Fermi energy to give rise to oscillations (Fig.
1 (a)). In other cases, the oscillation beyond the QL
could have nothing to do with the negative-energy Lan-
dau levels (Fig. 2 (a)), solely as a result of the compe-
tition between orbital pseudospin and Zeeman real-spin
degrees of freedom of one type of carriers. This novel phe-
nomenon may also exist widely in topological materials
with both real spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom,
where the energy spectrum linearly depends on the mo-
mentum near the contacting points between conduction
and valence bands.
We discuss some physical effects that may spoil this
oscillation. The fractional quantum Hall effect may hap-
pen when the last Landau level is occupied in conven-
tional two-dimensional electron gases, because of strong
Coulomb interactions. For the present case, the electron-
electron interaction could also be significant. However,
the last level and fractional filling is not well defined as
a result of the level inversion. The interaction may influ-
ence the oscillation in other ways. Other physical phe-
nomena involving spin degree of freedom may also affect
this oscillation. If the energy scales relating to these ef-
fects are smaller than the Zeeman splitting, the profile
of the oscillation is supposed to be observable. The un-
avoidable level repulsion in real systems may open a gap
near the level crossing. However, the ILLL still exists for
small electron density. Therefore, the occupied lowest
level still changes with the change of the field, then the
B-oscillation of the Fermi energy or the conductivity is
also expected to be observed.
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